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The isopenicillin N synthase genes from three fungal species, three Gram-positive 
species, and one Gram-negative bacterial species share an unusually high sequence 
similarity. A phylogentic analysis was carried out to determine which type of evo- 
lutionary scenario best accounts for this similarity. The most plausible scenario is 
one in which a horizontal gene-transfer event, from the prokaryotes to the eukary- 
otes, occurred at a time close to the divergence between the Gram-positive and the 
Gram-negative bacteria. 

Introduction 

Horizontal gene transfer is defined as the transfer of genetic information from 
one genome to another, specifically between species. There are very few cases in which 
horizontal gene transfer has been convincingly demonstrated ( Benveniste 198 5 ) , and 
in even fewer cases have the transferred genes retained their functionality (Gray and 
Fitch 1983; Hensel et al. 1989). Indeed, a horizontally transferred gene is not expected 
to remain functional in the host species, because such a gene has been probably reverse 
transcribed and/or replicated with error and most likely no longer contains the proper 
signals for transcription, mRNA maturation, and translation. 

The isopenicillin N synthase (IPNS) gene has been found in a variety of micro- 
organisms that produce penicillin and cephalosporin antibiotics, including unicellular 
eukaryotic species and Gram-positive ( Gram + ) and Gram-negative ( Gram - ) pro- 
karyotes. At present seven IPNS genes have been cloned and sequenced: three from 
filamentous fungi, three from Gram + mycelial streptomycetes, and one from a Gram - 
bacterium. Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequences shows that the fungal 
and microbial proteins share > 50% sequence identity. In contrast, comparisons between 
typical homologous proteins from prokaryotes and eukaryotes yield considerably lower 
sequence identities (Doolittle et al. 1986; Bardwell and Craig 1987; Hensel et 
al. 1989). 

Weigel et al. ( 1988) advanced two possible explanations for the unusually high 
sequence similarity between the microbial and fungal IPNS genes. The similarity may 
have resulted from a slow but constant rate of evolutionary change of the gene, reflecting 
strict functional constraints on the IPNS protein, constraints that precluded most 
amino acid changes. Alternatively, the similarity may have resulted from a horizontal 
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gene-transfer event from the bacterial lineage to the fungal lineage after the eukaryote- 
prokayote split. Weigel et al. prefer the latter explanation, since the rate of molecular 
evolution of the fungal IPNS gene is not very different from that of other fungal genes 
and because IPNS is a secondary metabolism gene that does not appear to be essential 
for the survival of the organism. Although the transfer hypothesis appears to be the 
more plausible of the two propositions, other evolutionary scenarios need to be con- 
sidered. The purpose of the present note is (a) to enumerate the possible evolutionary 
routes that may account for the remarkable similarity between the IPNS genes of 
distantly related species and (b) to show which of these routes is compatible with the 
available sequence data. 

Data 

Seven DNA sequences of IPNS structural genes were analyzed: three from the 
Gram+ streptomycetes Streptomyces clavuligerus (Leskiw et al. 1988), S. lipmanii 
(Shiffman et al. 1988; Weigel et al. 1988) and S. jumonjinensis (Shiffman et al. 1988); 
one from the Gram- bacterium Flavobacterium sp., strain SC 12,154 (Shiffman et 
al., 1990); and three from the fungal species Penicillium chrysogenum (Carr et al. 
1987 ), Cephalosporium acremonium (Samson et al. 1985 ), and Aspergillus nidulans 
(Ramon et al. 1987; Weigel et al. 1988). The coding sequences of the intronless genes 
vary in length from 978 bp in Flavobacterium to 1,O 14 bp in C. acremonium. Alignment 
of the sequences was achieved by the method of Wilbur and Lipman ( 1983). Im- 
provements in the alignment were introduced by visual inspection. Only 945 nucleotide 
sites ( 3 14 sense codons + termination) for which an unambiguous alignment was 
obtained were used (fig. 1). 

Results 

The nucleotide sequences of IPNS genes exhibit a very high degree of sequence 
identity (table 1) . Within the streptomycetes the sequence identity is 9 1%-92%, and 
within fungi it is 8 1%-85%. Sequence identity between Flavobacterium and strepto- 
mycetes is 82%, between Flavobacterium and fungi it is 73%-80%, and between strep- 
tomycetes and fungi it is 75%-84%. 

Using (a) Fitch’s ( 1977) maximum-parsimony method and (b) the neighbor- 
joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) with number of nonsynonymous substitutions 
per site (Nei and Gojobori 1986), we obtained the same unrooted tree for the seven 
IPNS genes. This tree requires a total of 494 amino acid replacements. The unrooted 
tree obtained by the neighbor-joining method is shown in figure 2. The three taxonomic 
classes are clearly distinguishable. 

Positioning the root on a phylogenetic unrooted tree is possible either by reference 
to an outgroup or by assuming a constant evolutionary rate over the entire tree. Since 
we do not have an outgroup sequence, we assumed that the molecular clock applies 
for the tree, and we consequently position the root at a point preceding the Gram+/ 
Gram - divergence (see arrow in fig. 2). 

Discussion 

To reconstruct the evolutionary history of the IPNS gene two main issues must 
be clarified: (a) the rate of evolutionary change of the gene and (b) the type of horizontal 
gene-transfer event that may have taken place. We can therefore envision four possible 
evolutionary scenarios: (a) a constant rate of evolution with no horizontal gene transfer, 
(b) a constant rate of evolution with a gene-transfer event, (c) varying rates of evolution 
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Streptomyces clavuligerus (V): MPVLMP 
Streptomyces jumonjinensis(J): MPILMP 
Streptomyces lipmsnii 

I? 
MPVLMP 

Flavobacterium sp. 
Aspergillus nidulans (A)i MGSVS 
Cephalosporium acremonium (C): MGSVPVP 
Penicillium chrysogenum (P): MASTP 

V: IHGACRGSGFFYATNHGVDVQQLQDWNEFHGAMTDQEKHDLAIHAYNPDNP 
J: INKAARGSGFFYASNHGVDVQLLQDWNEFHRNMSDQEKHDLAINAYNKDNP 
L: INEACRGSGFFYASHHGIDVRRLQDWNEFHRTMTDQEKHDLAIHAYNENNS 
F: IDRACRGSGFFYAANHGVDLAALQKFITDWHMAMSAEEKWELAIRAYNPANP 
A: IDAASRDTGFFYAVNHGINVQRLSQKTKEFHMSITPEEKWDLAIRAYNKEHQ 
c: IDAASRDTGFFYAVNHGVDLPWLSRETNKFHMSITDEEKWQLAIRAYNKEHE 
P: IDAASRDTGFFYAVNHGVDVKRLSNKTREFHFSITDEEKWDLAIRAYNKEHQ 

v: KAVPGRKAVESFCYLNPDFGEDHPMIAAGTPMHEVNLWPDEERHPRFRPFCEGYYRQMLKLS 153 
J: KAIKGKKAVESFCYLNPSFSDDHPMIKSETPMHEVNLWPDEEKHPRFRPFCEDYYRQLLRLS 153 
L: MARPGRKTVESWCYLNPSFGEDHPMIKAGTPMHEVNVWPDEERHPDFRSFGEQYYREVFRLS 153 
F: MAVEGKKANESFCYLNPSFDADHATIKAGLPSHEVNIWPDEARHPGMRRFYEAYFSDVFDVA 150 
A: LSIPGKKAVESFCYLNPNFDHPRIQAKTPTHEVNVWPDETKHPGFQDFAEQYYWDVFGLS 153 
c: LPIPGKKAVESFCYLNPSFSPDHPRIKEPTPMHEVNVWPDEAKHPGFRAFAEKYYWDVFGLS 155 
P: LSIPEKKAVESFCYLNPNFKPDHPLIQSKTPTHEVNVWPDEKKHPGFREFAEQYYWDVFGLS 153 

v: TVLMRGLALALGRPEHFFDAALAEQDSLSSVSLIRYPYLEEYPP __ VKTGPDGQLLSFED 211 
J: TVIMRGYALALGRREDFFDEALAEADTLSSVSLIRYPYLEEYPP __ VKTGADGTKLSFED 211 
L: 'KVLLRGFALALGKPEEFFENEVTEEDTLSAVSMIRYPYLDPYPE AA IKTGPDGTRLSFED 213 
F: AVILRGFAIALGREESFFERHFSMDDTLSAVSLIRYPFLENYPP __ LKLGPDGEKLSFEH 208 
A: SALLKGYALALGKEENFFARHFKPDDTLASWLIRYPYLDPYPE AA IKTAADGTKLSFEW 213 
c: SAVLRGYALALGRDEDFFI'RHSRRDTTLSSWLIRYPYLDPYPE PA IKTADDGTKLSFEW 215 
P: SALLRGYALALGKEEDFFSRHFKKEDALSSWLIRYPYLNPIPP AA IKTAEDGTKLSFEW 213 

F 

SAHVPTIDISPLFGTDAAAKKRVAEE 
SAEVPTIDISPLSGDDAKAKQRVAQE 
SADVPTIDISPLFGTDPDAKAHVARQ 
HADVPVIDISGLSGNDMDVKKDIAAR 
KANVPKIDVSPLFGDDQAAKMRVAQQ 
VANVPRIDVSPLFGDDKEKKLEVARA 
KANVPKIDVSPLFGDNMEEKMKVARA 

D 
S 
D 

HVRNGYY 
HVRNGYY 
HVRNGYY 
RNRNGYY 
QVRAGYY 
QIRAGYY 
QIRAGYY 

v: HLDVSMITVLFQTQVQNLQVETVDGWRDIPTSENDFLVNCGTYMAHVTNDYFPAPNHRVKFV 273 
J: HLDVSMITVLYQTEVqNLQVETVDGWQDIPRSDEDFLVNCFI 273 
L: HLDVSMITVLFQTEVQNLQVETVDGWQSLPTSGENFLINCGTYLGYLTNDYFPAPNHRVKYV 275 
F: HQDVSLITVLYQTAIPNLQVETAEGYLDIPVSDEHFLVNCGTYMAHITNGYYPAPVHRVKYI 270 
A: HEDVSLITVLYQSNVQNLQVETAAGYQDIEADDTGYLINCGSYMAHLTNNYYKAPIHRVKWV 275 
c: HEDVSLITVLYQSDVgNLQ~VKTPDGWQDI&ADDTGFLINCGS~HITDD~~I~VK~ 277 
P: HEDVSLITVLYQSDVANLDVEMPQGYLDIEADDNAYLVNCGSYMAHITNNYYPAPIHRVKWV 275 

v: NAERLSLPFFLNGGHEAVIEPFVP EGASEEVRN----- EALSYGDYLQHGLRALIVKNGQT 329 
J: NAERLSLPFFLNAGHNSVIEPFVP EGAAGTVKN----- P'ITSYGEYLQHGLRALIVKNGQT 329 
L: NAERLSLPFFLHAGQNSVMKPFHP EDTGDRKLN----- PAVTYGEYLQEGFHALIAKNVQT 331 
F: NAERLSIPFFANLSHASAIDPFAP PPYAPPGGN----- PTVSYGDYLQHGLLDLIRANGQT 326 
A: NAERQSLPFFVNLGYDSVIDPFDP REPNGKSDR----- EPLSYGDYLQNGLVSLINKNGQT 331 
c: NEERQSLPFFVNLGWEDTIQPWDP ATAKDGAKDAAKDK PAISYGEYLQGGLRGLMKKNGQT 338 
P: NEERQSLPFFVNLGFNDTVQPWDP SKEDGKTDQ----- RPISYGDYLQNGLVSLINKNGQT 331 

Zf 
32 
29 
31 

z: 

;: 
91 
88 
91 
93 
91 

FIG. I.-Predicted amino acid sequences ofseven IPNS genes: V = Streptomyces cIavuligerus(L.&iw 
etal. 1988);J = S. jumonjinensis( Shiffman eta1 1988);L = S. lipmanii (Shiffman et al. 1988;Weigelet 
al. 1988);F = Flavobacterium species(Shiffman etal. 1990);A = Aspergillusnidulans( Ramonetal. 1987; 
Weigel et al. 1988); C = Cephalosporium acremonium (Samson et al. 1985); and P = Penicillium chrysogenum 
(Carr et al. 1987). Boxed amino acid residues represent the 314 amino acids for which an unambiguous 
alignment was obtained. Numbers denote amino acid position. 
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Fungi Gram + 

C. acfemonium 

P. chrysogenum 

A. nidulans 

S. lipmanii 

,084 

S. clavuligerus 

S. jumonjinensis 

Fla vobac terium sp. 

Gram - 

FIG. 2.-Unrooted phylogenetic tree derived from analysis of IPNS nucleotide sequences. The tree was 
constructed according to the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987). The branch length is pro- 
portional to the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per site (Nei and Gojobori 1986). The arrow 
indicates the position of the root, obtained by dividing into two equal parts the longest pathway in the tree. 

among the lineages with no gene transfer, and (d) varying rates of evolution with a 
gene-transfer event. From a parsimonious point of view, scheme (d) is not a satisfactory 
explanation, since it involves two independent assumptions. Consequently, this scheme 
will not be considered further. In the following we attempt to determine which of the 
other three schemes- (a), (b), or (c)-is the most consistent with the data. 

Constant Rate of Evolution 

If it is assumed that the rate-constancy hypothesis holds, the root and the relative 
lengths of the branches can be inferred (fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows a phylogenetic tree 
for Gram + , Gram -, and fungi that is based on 5s rRNA sequences (Hori and Osawa 
1987). In Hori and Osawa’s tree, the ratio a/b is 0.42, while in the IPNS tree a/b 
= 0.94. In other words, by using the rate-constancy hypothesis, Hori and Osawa con- 
cluded that eukaryotes and prokaryotes diverged -2.4 billion years ago, while the 
Gram + and Gram - bacteria diverged - 1 billion years ago. In comparison, if we 
assume a constant rate of substitution in the case of the IPNS genes, and if we use 
Hori and Osawa’s estimate for the eukaryote-prokaryote divergence, then the Gram+ 
and Gram- bacteria would have diverged from each other 2.3 billion years ago. Al- 
ternatively, if the divergence between Gram + and Gram - is assumed to have occurred 
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a 

I Gram+ 

(a) IPNS n Gram- 
I fungi 

(b) 5s rRNA 
,---fkzll~ 

FIG. 3.-Schematic comparison of phylogenetic trees of [panel (a)] IPNS and [panel (b)] 5s rRNA 
genes, for three taxonomic classes: Gram +, Gram-, and fungi. The rooted phylogenetic tree in panel (a) 
was obtained by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) and by assuming a constant substitution 
rate. The 5s rRNA phylogenetic tree [in panel (b)] was adapted from Hori and Osawa ( 1987). 

1 billion years ago, then the prokaryote-eukaryote split should have occurred at about 
the same time, obviously a gross underestimate. Moreover, the 5s rRNA studies of 
Chen et al. ( 1984) show that the intrafungal and intramicrobial similarities are much 
like those found in the IPNS genes, whereas the similarities between the fungal and 
bacterial 5s rRNA sequences are considerably less than those in the IPNS genes. The 
constant-rate hypothesis, (a), is ‘therefore incompatible with the data. 

Varying Rates of Evolution 

Another possible explanation for the high similarity observed between the fungal 
and bacterial IPNS sequences is that the rate of substitutions may have varied among 
the lineages under study. For example, the IPNS genes could have evolved, on average, 
more than six times more slowly prior to the divergence among the fungi and the 
bacteria than it did after the divergence. 

If there are differences in the rates of amino acid replacement among the lineages, 
and if these differences are caused by changes in the intensity of purifying selection, 
we expect to find different patterns of amino acid replacements in the different lineages. 
To measure the intensity of purifying selection, we used the mean chemical distance 
between proteins (Graur 1985 ) , where higher mean chemical distances reflect weaker 
selective pressures. The mean chemical distance between neighboring nodes of the 
species tree were compared. In terms of its mean chemical distance, no tree segment 
was found to be significantly different from any of the others. This indicates that, if 
there are differences in the rate of replacement among the different lineages, these 
differences are not caused by varying intensities of purifying selection. It is, however, 
impossible to rule out differences in mutation rates. The mean chemical distance 
averaged m 58, a value that implies very intense purifying selective pressures in all the 
lineages. 
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Gene Transfer 

If it is assumed that a gene-transfer event is the cause for the high sequence similarity 
between fungal and bacterial IPNS genes, the question of the time and direction of the 
transfer still needs to be addressed. The unrooted tree reconstructed by the maximum- 
parsimony method clearly shows that the three Gram + genes form a natural clade and 
that the three fungal genes form another. A transfer event therefore could not have 
happened after the fungal or bacterial speciation. Thus, the topology of the tree turns 
out not to be informative as to the direction of the horizontal gene transfer. Other data 
suggest that, if a transfer event did occur, its direction was probably from the bacteria 
to the fungi. In bacteria, the IPNS gene is part of an antibiotic gene cluster, whereas in 
some fungi the genes encoding the enzymes of the pathway are dispersed over several 
chromosomes (Kovacevic et al. 1989). In addition, the bacteria possess a more elaborate 
biosythetic capacity to produce P_lactam antibiotics than do the fungi. Also, all the 
IPNS genes lack introns, which favors the idea of a transfer from the bacteria to the 
fungi, given that fungal genes sometimes possess introns. Thus, the similarity between 
eukaryotic and prokaryotic IPNS genes represents a dramatic instance of functional 
xenology, i.e., homologous genes that have retained their functionality long after a 
horizontal gene-transfer event between distinct species (Gray and Fitch 1983). 

The IPNS gene is not the only penicillin synthase gene to exhibit high conservation 
between fungi and bacteria. Deacetoxycephalosporin C synthase, which is responsible 
for the expansion of the thiazolidine ring of penicillin N, is also highly conserved (Ko- 
vacevic et al. 1989). Thus, if a transfer event occurred, it probably involved not only 
the IPNS gene but also some other genes belonging to the penicillin biosynthetic pathway. 

The question of whether a horizontal gene-transfer event actually occurred will 
be answered unequivocally only when an outgroup sequence becomes available. Such 
an outgroup could be used to locate the root of the phylogenetic tree obtained by the 
maximum-parsimony method, thereby proving or refuting the horizontal gene-transfer 
hypothesis. A possible outgroup sequence might be an IPNS gene from archaebacteria, 
if indeed archaebacteria possess such a gene. Alternatively, a paralogous gene that 
diverged from IPNS prior to the eukaryote-prokaryote split can be used. The conclusion 
would, then, be a topological one, i.e., independent both of rates and of assumptions 
of rate constancy. The time scales under study are very long, and the IPNS gene is 
obviously a very conservative gene. Consequently, conclusions based on rate consid- 
erations alone are likely to remain tentative at best, even if more IPNS sequences from 
other related species become available. 
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